THE WORKING
CLASS AND
THE AFRICAN
REVOLUTION

by N. Numade

In the fight of the African peoples for independence and freedom,
the working class and the peasant masses arc most vitally concerned.
Colonialism and its resulling poverty and backwardness subjects
them to a double yoke-oC national oppression and class exploitation. In this fight a most important weapon is national unity of all
sections of the oppressed, joining their forces against the common
enemy. It follows that the national united front is a basic policy
of the working class in the struggle both against colonialism [or
national independence, alld ill the period afler Jormal political
independence has been achieved, ill order to consolidate ,he revolu-

to defeat the efforts of the imperialists to reimpose slavery in
new forms, and to liquidate the colonialist heritage alld its
aftermath.
tiOIl,

The victories won by the African people against imperialism, the
collapse of the colonial system in Africa and the emergence of
independent statc.Ii arc due to the powerful unity forged between all
social strata in the course of the liberation struggle.
To maintain these victories of the African revolution against
imperialist intrigues. and to develop to the full the forces which
have been released by the achievement of National Independence,
that unity must be maintained and extended.
But in order to maintain and consolidate ollr unity, il is essential
to understand and grasp fully the basis upon which it rests; what
strala and classes have come together, and for what purpose; where
their Interests lie in common and where they nrc divergent; which
tendencies strengthen and which threaten the united fronL
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WHAT IS THE CHARACTER OF THE
AFRICAN REVOLUTION?
European colonialism ruthlessly robbed our people of OUf land
and OU[ natural resources. It subjected us to foreign domination.
destroyed OUf political and economic institutions, compelled us by
force of superior arms or by artificially created starvation to labour
at extracting the wealth of Africa fQf shipment to Europe. It
enforced the most humiliating system of race discrimination ever
known upon the African people. The burden of iHiteracy and
ignorance which Africa now has to overcome is a vivid proof of
the cynical hypocrisy of their promises to bring education and
civilisation to the "dark continent", Instead, they inculcated into
generations of Africans a systematic contempt for their own acbievemcnts, their own history and their own culture, based on lies and
rcnccting nothing but the ignorance and racial arrogance of the
invaders.

TOWARDS CONTINEi'lTAL UNITY
The African revolution is a vast, continent-wide, patriotic upsurge
against the invaders, against colonialism, white domination and
racirll discrimination. It aims to restore the government and the
wcalth of Africa to the hands of its rightful owners, the African
people; to win national independence and democratic rights for our
people throughout the continent; to liquidate rapidly every vestige
of the cavases which the imperialists have wrought in Africa-the
ignorance, poverty, lack of economic development, the mental
enslavement, the isolation and narrowncss born of artificially
preservcd tribal and regional barriers.
This great African resurgcnce is more than a national liberation
movement-for nations as they arc dcfined arc yet unformed in
many parts, and the tide of liberation, its essential unity, sweeps
across frontiers, across differences of region, language, culture
religion and class, drawing Africans from North to South and from
East to West into a single sllper-lIaJiollal stream of patriotic struggle
and endeavour. Johannesburg rejoices at the liberation of Algeria
as its very own victory; and from Tanganyika, Sudan, Somalia, frolll
the people and their heads of governmcnt, comc wrathful shouts
of anger whcn Verwocrd lays his hands on our leader, Mandela.
A notable feature of our African rcvolution. the source of its
&reatest strength, is that it unites in national liberation movements
the various classes and social strata of our socielics.
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WIIAT IS THE BASIS OF THIS UNITY BETWEEN
VARIOUS SOCIAL STRATA?
Colonialism, while domination and racial discrimination
humiliated and oppressed every section oC our people. The traditional authority and respect enjoyed by the Chiefs was undermined.
Those who resisted colonialism were broken and destroyed; those
who did not were converted into servants of colonial governments.
Tribal institutions, which had meaning and value in the context of
a simple, non-class, non-commodity economy, were cunningly
manipulated by the colonialists to divide the people and perpetuate
their own enslavement.

Where feudalism was developing through nalural internal forces,
it was checked by the onrush of the colonialists with their exchange
economy. which, as Marx pointed out, replaces every previous form
of class difTercntiation with the sale yardstick of weahh calculated
in cash. Often, too, seiz.ing all the best and most fertile portions
of the land as plantations and farms for white settlers, colonialism
created acute land·hunger among the Africans and reduced potential
feudal lords to the same position as peasants.

The growth of an African national bourgeoisie has becn stiOed
throughout most of our contincnt. Firstly. concentrating mainly all
extracting wealth for export and regarding Africa as a dumpin.
ground for surplus European manufactured goods. imperialism hal
kept our countries as backward as possible. Secondly. even soo
limited economic opportunities as existed in such conditions wert
monopolised by Europeans and other non·Afrieans. In countries
such as South Africa our people were and arc rigidly debarred by
law from competing with Whitcs in commcrce, industry and agrictJ1.
ture, thus creating a racial monopoly of opportunities for Whites.
Elsewherc. though no sw:h legal barriers may have existed, it v.-v
exceptionally difficult for' Africans, lacking capital. lacking educalion.lacking business experience, to compete successfully with othen
who had all these things and who were sheltered and protected bI
the colonialist administrations.
Thus, although the African workers and rural masses bore the
111a;1I brunI of colonialist slavery and were and arc the foremost
fighters for freedom, 110 d(/.\'s 0/ A/r;cl/II.~-worker, peasant, fcud1l
or capitalist-could escape rrOlll th" innumerable disadvantageu
humiliations, frustrations and evils of colonialism.
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THE SOURCES OF UNITY
Naturally, there arc differences of approach and also conflicts
of class interests between the various strata of the population. But
these internal differences and conflicts are largely overshadowed by
and subordinated to the central conflict of Africa-the struggle of
the whole African people of all classes on the one hand: and on
the other the colonialists and that relatively insignificant and unrepresentative handful of African lackeys and traitors in the pay
of imperialism.
The particularly rapacious exploitation and inhuman degradation
by imperialism of practically aU the peoples of Africa has laid the
basis for the unity of all sections of our people. The national oppression and humiliation which made 110 exccptions kindled the flame
of national consciousness and African patriotism which is characteristic of our liberation movements. The colonialists made ours a
continent of paupers-and of implacable enemies of imperialism.
. In the more advanced capitalist countries it proved possible for
the monopoly bourgeoisie to win over a section of the middle class,
the working intelligentsia, and even an upper stratum of the workers
("the labour lieutenants of the capitalist class" as Lenin brilliantly
described the tame heads of the British and American labour
movements.) They were able to do this precisely because of the
enormous super-profits stolen from the wealth and the labour of
Africa and other colonial areas; because they could, out of tbis
fabulous wealth, alTord certain bribes, privileges and concessions
for a seclion of the metropolitan population, in return for their
support for the imperialist system as such.
. The price was paid by Africa, Asia and olher colonies. The
imperialists were concerned only to extract the maximum profils
as rapidly as possible, regardless of the conscquences to us or of
any feelings of humanity. Here there was no question of privileges
-except for the while minorities in some more temperate areasbut of "might is right", bullets and terror for those who resisted.
They descended on Africa like a swarm of locusts.
Thercfore amol/gst all Africalls, of whatcvcr social positioll, of
wlllltevcr political, religious or philosopllical tcndcllcy, there existed
a sillgle, overridil/g, I/rgellt nced and illterest: to get rid of colollialism. That is the fOlllldatioll of the unitcd front of llatiollalliberatioll.
f- It is incorrect to assume that the unity of the chiefs, intelligentsia,
ttaders and working people arose because of some peculiarity of
the African people, or out of the background of tribalism. That
o
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unity arose because of the real common interest of all sections of
our people.
The question may be asked: can unity be maintained today, in
conditions where the immediate goal of formal political independence has been won over large areas of our Continent?
The answer is, yes, it can be maintained, provided we still all
have a common interest, a common goal, and that we all work
together for it. And we still do have such a commOl1 interest and
common goal. Formal political independence bas neither eradicated
colonialism in Africa, nor has it abolished its conscqu~nces-lbe
poverty and illiteracy of the masses, the frightening lack of developed industry, agriculture, communications and social services, and
of trained personnel to man them. Our African Revolution is not
completed-it has hardly startcd! And to complete it we have both
a basis and a compelling need for unity.
A CLASSLESS AFIUCA?
This very unity of all social groups which has been practically
forced upon us by colonialism and our common nced to fight it, and
which has grown up almost spontaneously in many parts of this
continent, has given rise to the illusion that social development is
peculiar in Africa, that there arc not any classes in Africa and
that none will develop.
For example, Mr. Julius Nyerere, usually one of the most clearthinking of African patriots, has written in an article on "One·Party
System of Government in Africa":
"With rare exceptions, the idea of class is something entirely
foreign to Africa".·
He goes on to argue that, just as the traditional form of tribal
government was characteristically a discussion between equals, so
it is possible to adapt this tradition to modern African states through
a one·party system of government which will nevertheless ensure
democratic expression for all.
Leaving aside for the moment the question of a "one-parly"
system, let us examine the fundamental question raised by Mr.
Nyerere that tbe idea (and the reality) of class is "foreign \0 Africa".
Now let us state at once that not only African but all human
societies have passed through a stage of early "communism" where
no classes existed. The later development of different social classes
with conflicting interests does not depend Oil "ideas", but on the
• The Voice of A/rica. May, 1%t.
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development of tllc forces and means of productioll and the relation
of different elements in each community to those means of
production.
In a very simple subsistcnce economy, agricultural or pastoral, the
methods and instruments of production arc so inefficient that there
is no possibility of producing a surplus. Each person or family can
produce enough to maintain themselves and no more. The means
of prod]1ction (principally the land) are held in common, because
there is no purpose or benefit in anyone or any group appropriating
them; tbe whole concept of private ownership is indeed "foreign".
There is no state and no need for a state-because the state is
essentially a machinery for the domination of one class over
another. This is in fact a classless society-but it is a community
of poverty, not (like modern communism) a community of wealth.
Classes begin to develop as soon as the means and methods of
production are improved sufficiently for one man to produce,
through his work, enough to feed both himself and others. This
lays the 'basis for the long and tortuous development of various
forms of the exploitation of man by man. Though the forms differ
under direct slavery, the vassalage of feudalism, or the wage-slavery
of capitalism, the essence is the same. The dominant class owns
,and controls the means of production. The subordinate class is
compelled not only to maintain itself but also to pay a tribute of
unearned income to the owners.
Long before the advent of foreign intruders, which arrested or
distorted the natural internal evolution of African societies, developing techniques had already begun to dissolve our tribal societies,
and the ,process of class difIercntiation had begun. Colonialism
hastened and completed the process. It shattered and disrupted, once
and for all, our traditional tribal economy and its institutions. It
ended-though in the most brutal and inhuman manner, and for
the most sordid motives-the isolation of Africa and brought the
whole continent irreversibly into the world economy with its inescapable pressures and challenges which we cannot and should
not seek to avoid.
ILLUSIONS CAN HARM
t'There are two illusions which arc dangerous-dangerous because
ftbey prevent us seeing and overcoming our real problems.
~ 'The first illusion is that there are no classes and no class distincIlions in Africa, that the independent states of Africa start with
~e advantage of classless societies. This illusion is fostered by 'the
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common interests of all classes in overcoming imperialism; but it
is false. Classes already exist throughout Africa; with the rapid
development of modern economies in the continent, class differences
will also grow rapidly if we allow economic developmellt to lakt
place alollg capitalist lilies, that is, on the basis of private ownership.
We Communists, and all forward-looking Africans, passionately
believe in the achievement of a classless Africa. But this is not
something we shall merely be blessed with because of our past
traditions; it is something we shall have cOl/sciol/sly to work for,
with a full understanding of our ,present position and the laws of
social development.
The second illusion is that tribal institutions and relations arc
suitable for or can be adapted to the needs of a complicated.
changing and advancing economy. Undoubtedly there were many
laudable features in tribal society-the absence of exploitation and
class divisions and the process of government by discussion among
tbe whole people, as equals. Those features arose from and served
an economy which belongs to the past; they cannot survive in a
world of Sputniks and Luniks and atomic power. The concept of
a return to tribalism means a return to backwardness-the very
backwardness which enabled foreigners to seize, despoil and enslave
Africa. Without rapid economic progress we cannot hope to hold
our own, to maintain and realise freedom and independence. A
return to tribalism means not a return to the idyllic world of equals
-but a return to slavery.
"I think," Mr. Nyerere says, "Africa should think carefully before
we abandon our traditional attitude". Unfortunately, social develop·
ment, like development in nature, does not depend upon or await
our thinking and desires; it is determined by the laws of its own
motion which we should study and use as a guide.
Thcse laws of social development, as uncovered and illuminated
by the most advanced. profound and brilliant school of social
science, the school of Marxism-Leninism, depend on an exact study
and analysis of the nature and relationship of classes in any community.
Failure to undertake such a study,. the ignoring or even denial of
the existence of such classes, must lead to serious blunders which
can only help the colonialists and delay the advance of the African
Revolution towards a free, united, classless Africa.
We arc for the building of a united front of national liberation,
combining all classes in the common struggle for our common
interests. But to build this soundly and well we must be aware of
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the classes that do exist, the role, nature and contribution of each.
Otherwise, seeking unity, but ignoring the existence and causes of
differences and friction, we shall undermine unity with the certainty
of future spliLs and division.
Too often those who speak of 'national unity' and 'the national
interest' arc thinking merely of the interests of a small upper
stratum of traders and officials. They forget or ignore the true
national interest-the interests of the most militant and advanced
class-the working class-and of its closest ally, the iHiterate,
starving millions in the rural areas. They call upon these classes,
the true heart and soul of our movement and our people, to
"sllbordinate" their demands to those of the nation, while giving
free rein to profiteering, corruption and luxury among the "upper
classes". But such an outlook can only wreck national unity, and
delay national emancipation.

INDEPENDENCE AND SACRIFICE
The imperialists are being forced to relinquish political power
in Africa as a result of a favourable world situation, the rise of
socialism and national liberalion and tile orgallisatioll alld struggle
oj 'lie IJUlHes.
But the imperialists themselves do not admit this. They pretend
that independence is being generously conceded (and the British
are particularly skilful at this deceit) as a reward for the "sense
of responsibility" of the politicians. And they call upon the people's
leaders to demonstrate this "sense of responsibility" by taking ofjice
in dummy administrations supposed to be paving the way for
independence, while power still remains in the hands of the
colonialists. Unfortunately, many of our leaders are apt, because
of their lack of a clear-cut ideology, to accept such proposalswhich one mllst admit arc well·baited with handsome (by African
standards) salaries for African Ministers and Executive Committee
mcmbers.
The effect of this cunning colonialist trick is, all too often, to
drive a wedge .bctwccn lhc people and their Icaders. On the verge
of thc achievement of indepcndcnce, at a crucial slage when the
utmost militancy and unity is required, when thc working masses
arc hoping at last to taste some of the fruits of all their long
struggles and sacrifices, they find that their leaders appear to have
deserted them and to be devoting their energies to calling of! the
stmggle. African leaders newly appointed to "Cabinet" rank (but
in fact surrounded by colonialist officials who really control their
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Departments) make endless appeals for calm and hard work;
African "Ministers of Labour" rush around to the colonialist-owned
factories appealing to workers to call 01I strikes; our trusted spokesmen and defenders who yesterday won our votes by their ardent
patriotic spceches seem suddenly transformed into a sort of firebrigade hurrying about in government motor cars to every scene
of trouble or disturbance in order to quell it. They counsel patience
and moderation, and even, little by little, find themselves in the
position of apologists for and defenders of the very colonial regime
which the masses elected and appointed them to overthrow.
We may cite the case, in a country which is still a long way off
from national freedom, where imperialism and a handful of local
white settlers still openly exercise power, where a patriotic and
deservedly popular national leader appealed to the workers, over
the heads of their trade union leaders, to call off a legitimate strike
for higher wages and better conditions-because the leaders of the
national movement had decided that the strikc would "cmbarrass
negotiations for national independence" and "demonstrate the
inability of the national leadership to maintain order among the
people."
It should be emphasised that this action was genuinely meant to
further the cause of national independence. And one should mention, in this connection, the insidious influence exercised in favour
of such types of action by certain British labour and trade union
leaders and other self-proclaimed "friends of the Africans" in
imperialist countries, who are forever advising African leaders that
militant action would "5trengthen the hand of the Tories and
Welensky" and "delay the ceding of independencc" etc.-as if the
winning of national independence in Africa was a matter depending.
on lobbying, string-pulling and debates in the British House of
Commons.

NEW TACTICS OF THE COLONIALISTS
Such errors reveal a serious misconception of the character and
content of the African peoplc's revolution, a failure to study and
counter the new tactics of the colonialists in the present historical
period. These failures will, unless we correct them quickly, undermine hard-wqn African unity and delay our advance to the free,
united, advanced Africa of our dreams.
Unablc to retain direct control in our Continent by force; the
colonialists are now seeking by every means to retain indirect
control of their essential interests by cunoing.
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This is why they want our leaders to "demonstrate their
responsibility".
It would suit them down to the ground if the colonialist ad mini·
strations they arc no longer ablc to maintain could be replaced by
African administrations which do exactly the same job for them:
i.e., keep Africa as an investor's paradise, the home of high profits
based on starvation wages and sweated labour; a world slum with
a backward and stagnant economy.
After the last war the British workers elected the Labour Party
to power, believing its promises to introduce socialism. Instead,
the Labour government busied itself administering capitalism on
behalf of the ruling class, with tbe help of its permanent civil
service. and continuing, essentially, the home. colonial and foreign
policies of the Tories. In the same way. the colonialists are quite
happy and ready to concede "independencc"-if that means that
thc new African administrations arc prepared t6 continuc. in
essence, the policy of the former colonial officials of protecting alld
promoting the illterests alld investments of foreign monopoly
capitalism, the core al/(/ jUlu/amellta/ purpose of imperialism. In
fact, if Ihey arc prepared to play this game, African leaders can
serve the purpose far bettcr than thc discredited colonial regimes,
because they enjoy the confidence of the masses. They can call oIT
strikes and 'peasant struggles by persuasion and appeal to patriotism
where the colonial officials failed to break them with fierce repression and bullets.
Better still, if the oppressors and exploiters can use the popular
leadership as a buffer between themselves and the most militant
sc,;:tion of the people; a sort of lightening conductor to attract the
bitterness and resentment of the starving and landless masses.
And best of all (from the imperialists' point of view) if they can
get our leaders fighting and intriguing among themselves for the
sweets of office in a quasi-independent administration while for·
gelling the needs and hardships of their brothers and sisters on the
fields and plantations, in the mines and factories!
But what suits the colonialists certainly does not suit Africa!
Independence will not be worth all our struggles and sacrifices
if it merely means that a handful of African leaders arl? given
fancy titles and salaries, and rcplace colonial governors and district
commissioners in order to carryon exactly the same policy as
before.
Certainly, that is IlOt what is understood and aimed at in the
concept of independence held by the African working class,
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inseparably connected as it is and almost one with the great masses
of landless, oppressed and suffering rural people.

THE WORKING CLASS
Workers are very practical people, their consciousness of reality
sharpened by the bitterness of their daily lives and experiences. To
be sure, workers are as patriotic as anyone else. They want to see
our national flags and anthems honoured among the nations of the
world, our national leaders accorded their due dignity, respect and
status at home and abroad. But they know, too, that all these arc
but symbols. And they will be eml)ty .~YlIJbol.~ if there is no improvement of the hard daily lot of the masses of the African people; if
our children continue to die of hunger and preventible diseases;
if they arc to be doomed to illiteracy and backbreaking unskilled
labour; if our families in the rural areas continue as before to
starve without land, food or cattle; if the imperialist robbers con·
tinue to drain olI the wealth of Africa to enrich the millionaires of
Wall Street, the Paris ,Bourse and the City of London.
The workers demand unity of all classes in the national liberation
o;truggle, because they have the most to gain in that struggle. They
denounce and condemn careerists and unprincipled splitters who
disrupt unity. But they will not be put off or blurred by a mere
surface "unity" that aims merely to use the working class and its
brothers in the countryside as a bargaillillg COlll/ter to get concessions from the colonialists for the benefit only of a wealthy upper
stratum of Africans and a few intellectuals. The aims of the united
front oC national revolution must include the satisfaction of the
demands of the workers and rural people: their immediate needs
Cor better wages and conditions of work; for land and food; for
the return to the people of the mines, plantations and other resources
stolen by the alien monopolists; their policy demands for massive
planning and development of industry and agriculture, education
and communications and all the things that are needed for the
sweeping modernisation of Africa; their fundamental demands for
socialism and a classless society.
The workers can sec and understand these issues more closely
than anyone else because of their social position; because, being
men of the people, closely tied to the rural masses with a thousand
bonds of kinsh~p and origin, they arc at the same time men o(
enlightenment, learning at the point of production, in conditions
of merciless exploitation, the realities o[ modern capitalism.
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Because they are people without property they are at the same
time people without selfish individualism or vested interests.
These are reasons why the working class is the rightful leader
in the united front of national liberation; tile most cOflsistent, determined ami IlI1com!Jromisillg el/(~I11Y 01 colonialism ill all Us lanm
ami guise,f.

THE COLONIALISTS KNOW
Even though many of our national leaders have not grasped
this truth, the colonialists themselves know it very well. They fear
an organised African working class as the Devil fcars holy water.
That is why they have done and arc doing everything within their
power to stifle the development and organisation of the African
proletariat. The history of colonialism is the history of the most
ruthless suppression of working class struggles, precisely because
the monopoly capitalists who backed colonialism were aware that
the working class was their most dangerous enemy.
They resorted to all sorts of devices, such as tbe migratory labour
system, to stifle the growth of a stable working class. They outlawed
working class industrial and political organisations, trade unions
and Communist Parties; they censored and banned the working
class ideology of Marxism-Leninism. Through spies and blacklists,
victimisation, imprisonment, banishment and outright murder of
communists and trade unionists, they tried to suppress' every form
of independent workers' organisation.
On the ideological front, all the colonialists maintained a continuous and vicious anti-communist offensive.' While all channels
through which people might learn the truth about communism from
the communists themselves were vigilantly stopped up, a stream of
lies was continuously disseminated through churches and mission
schools, ncwspapers and radio and the whole colonialist administra·
tion. All the old, discredited lies, long rejected by the workers of
other countries, were polished up and peddled anew 'for African
consumption-that the communists were "paid agents of Moscow,"
that they sought to suppress religion ami take away the peasant's
little piece o( land.
No one should know bctter than the present.daY leaders o( our
national liberation movements how false and harmful these anti·
communist frenzies of the imperialists have been in Africa. They
'themselves have been the sulTerers and the victims. For the colonial·
ists did nOl scruple to label evcry genuine movement for national
independence or citizcnship rights or improvements in the lot of
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the people, as "communist-inspired." They labelled the national
liberation leaders themsclves as "communists" (though many of them
were nothing of the sort) and for this "crime" they punished them,
exiled them, or subjected them to long terms of imprisonmcnt.
Yet, it is surprising that some of our own national leaders seem
nol to have fully rcalised and absorbed the lessons of these so·recent
events. Today, when the heroic struggles of the people, and above
all of the workers and peasants, have carried them to high office,
they should be careful lest they inadvertently pick up some of the
broken spears with which the colonialists tried to stab the progress
and advancement of our people to the heart.
Those whom the people-the working class and rural peoplehave now entrusted with power should carefully scrutinise tbe
labour laws bequeathed by the imperialists, sec how they are loaded
against labour and in favour of the employers, and see that the
workers' rights to free, independent trade unions and legally enforced collective bargaining are fully protected; that minimum
wages sufficient to cover tbe needs of life arc guaranteed; that hours
of work, annual holidays, sick benefit, accident compensation and
similar essentials are enforced against the bosses.
'They should examine the network of censorship regulations,
restrictive anti-worker laws, repressive "seeurilY" legislation and tho
like enforced by the colonial authorities. to make sure that the
independent states arc cleansed of the system of "thought-control";
that there is true freedom of speech, of thought and the press; thai
all bans on workers' organisations such as trade unions and communist parties arc scrapped.
.
Above all, our leaders should honestly and courageously reexamine their own attitudes towards the great questions of the day:~
towards communism and the working-class movement; towards the
essential character of our African revolution itself-with minds
consciously cleared of the prejudices and misconceptions cunningly'
inculcated by the imperialists. For as we consolidate our independence and wipe out colonialism we must also wipe away the ugly
weapons which the colonialists used to bludgeon the struggle o[
tbe people; we must emancipate our minds from the mental prisons'
in which the colonialists have confined them, just as they enslaved,
our bodies and seized the soil of our Mother Africa.
'
If we fail to do this we may find that we have gained merely the,1
outward forms and symbols of independence while United States
and West European imperialists continue to exploit and control
our countries as before; that our people remain starving aDd,
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illiterate as before; that our industry and agriculture remain un·
developed as before; that some of our. national leaders move,
imperceptibly and because of a false understanding and inadequate
ideology, from the position of African patriotism to the position
of defenders of nco-colonialism and the status quo.
FREEDOM IS NO GIFT
A man is still living in the mental prison of colonialism if he
accepts the picture which the colonialists now present of tbeir role
in Africa. That picture is as follows:
"We (tbe colonialists) no longer wish to retain political control
of Africa. In fact we arc quite happy to transfer power to you:
Africans, once you can prove to us that you arc responsible people,
ready for independence. In fact we were only in Africa for your
benefit to train you how to govern yourselves. If you can show
you are 'ready' we shall hand over."
It is one of the tragedies of Africa today tbat patriotic leaders
can be found who pretend to believe and even defend this utterly
false picture presented by the colonialists. I say "pretend to
believe" because I cannot imagine that a true national leader who
was possibl1 himself yesterday in a colonialist jail as a freedom
fighter, can really swallow this ridiculous nonsense and humbug;
can really accept tbat the colonialists have changed their character
and arc now prepared to present as a gift tl:}e same freedom which
yesterday they denied to us wjth jails, machine guns and massacres.
The colonialists are retreating ill A/rica because they are being
forced to rctreat. 1I0t because they have ulldergone a change of
licarl. They are being forced to retreat because of the upsurge of
African political and national consciousness, organisation and
resistance-because of the mass struggles of the African workers
and peasants. Because of the rise of a world socialist community
of nations, which is the declared opponent of national oppression
and colonialism in any guise or form and the staunch friend of
African freedom, giving powerful support to our own struggles,
politically, morally, economically and in every possible way.
That is the fundamental position, the fundamental change in the
situation, which has caused the colonialists hurriedly to release
African patriots from prisons and summon tbem to Whitehall or to
Paris or to Brussels to "negotiate" the terms on which the "gift of
freedom" will be bestowed on their former African "possessions."
It is a position of weakness 0': imperialism, a position of strength
(or Africa.
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Yet many of our spokcsmen, not realising thcir real strength, or
where it lics, permit themselves to be used in this unseemly game,
and make concessions to the demands of the imperialists in tbe
hope that they will thereby hastcn the achievement of African
independence.
What arc thesc demands'!
Naturally, the colonialists seek, above all, to retain their privileged
economic, military and political status. They demand safeguards
for their "inveslments"-i.e. the property which they have seized;
the maintenance of military bases; the maintenance of links with
the "British Commonwealth," "French Union," or "the West."
They also dcmand assurances that the national leadcrs prove
thcmselves to bc soundly "western·orientated", anti-communist,
opposed to militant working class and peasant actions and
organisations.
But recent experience in Africa has fully proYed that leaders
who aecept sueh demands made by the imperialists are making a
serious mistake.
They arc not hastening but delaying the achievement of real
independence, exchanging the appearance for thc reality.
Of course, during any serious struggle it is somctimcs necessary
to reach a temporary compromise, a partial solution. But in the
course of negotiation jt is above all essential not to throwaway
the fUfldamelltal, IOllg·tcrl1l interests of the people for the sake of
advantages which arc merely momentary or even illusory. It is
essential not to confuse the interests of a small upper stratum with
the interests and nceds of tbe· masses of the peoplc.
The imperialists have no right to a single inch of Africa, a single
military base, mine, plantation or oil·wel1. They took these things
by force. Any African leader who concedes a single one of these
things to the colonialists is giving away what is not his to give.
The imperialists arc being forced to retreat in Africa by virtue
of the unity and militancy of the peoplc's struggle. Any African
leadcr who splits unity or who calls olf militant struggles on the
Yerge of independence is like a gcncral who dcmobiliscs his army
before victory is won.
The imperialists recognisc that the working class and its trade
unions and communist partics arc their mortal cll~mies. the sharpest
weapons of the African pcopl~, which spell death to colonialism.
Any African leader who attacks the working class or sceks to
deprive it of its greatest strcngth, indepcndcnt economic and political
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organisation, is wittingly or unwittingly joining hands with the
enemy and prolonging the dependence and suffering of Africa.
All these mistakes, and one can point to many examples of such
mistakes, arc due to the class background and outlook of the
leaders who make them; they belong 10 or are orientated towards
the relatively privileged trading or feudal clements, or to the professional and clerical cadres trained and to some extent influenced
by the imperialist bourgeoisie and its institutions.
Yet even these classes and groups arc interested in the struggle
against colonialism; they belong within the ranks of the united
front of national liberation. Bul because of their class position they
lend to be individualistic and selfish, to seck sectional or personal
advantages at the expense of the people as a whole, to fear the
revolutionary struggles of the masses, to yield to the flaltery or
bribery of the imperialists, and hence to make serious blunders
which can compromise the cause of African independence and
freedom.
It is therefore extremely dangerous and harmful to allow tbese
classes and their representatives to dominate or monopolise the
leadership of the national united front. ]n order to achieve the
speedy and complete victory of the African Revolution, to carry
it forward to its destined conclusion-the liquidation of colonialism,
the extirpation of all its survivals, the advance to a united, socialist
Africa-it is essential that the working class, organised indepen~
dently both economically and politically, and guided by the
scientific ideology of Marxism-Leninism, should playa full and
decisive part within the leadership of the national united front.

CLASSES AND ]'AnTIES
Some African patriots and thinkers arc fully aware oC the danger
of being side-tracked from the central task of all classes and
parties in Africa-victory over colonialism. They fear, and correctly 50, that we may be diverted from this task by engaging in
internal struggles along the lines oC the party~polilical parliamentary
antics of Western Europe-while the colonialists continue looting
and exploiting Africa.
For this reason African leaders arc drawn towards the idea of
a sing[e·parly Stale as the correct organisational form for newJy~
independent and emerging African countries. BUl what is the basis
(or a single Party, since it is wcll~known that political parties arc
the expression of different social classes?
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Mr. Modeira Keita, Minister of the Interior in the Republic 01
Mali, answers this question by saying:
", , ' if a political party is the expression of a class, which itself
represents certain interests, we obviously cannot assert that Negro
African society is a.c1assless society. But we do say that differentiation of classes in Africa docs not imply a diversification of
interests and still less an opposition of interests."
Now we may agree that the diversification of interests between
classes in Africa, docs not imply opposition or irreconcilable
conflict, because the separate interests of all classes can and should
be subordinated to the overriding comlllon interest in uprooting
colonialism and carrying through the national renasccnce. That is
the basis of the national united front.
But even within the national united front, although they can be
regulated and negotiated, differences of class interest will persist.
The workers will want higher wages and shorter hours of work;
the employers will want low wages and longer hours. The landless
will demand land reform and redivision, the owners will resist such
demands.
More important, the different classes have a dillerent approach
to and conccption of the anli-colonialist struggle itself. As we have
shown above the workers and peasants favour militant and uno,
compromising struggle for complcte victory; the capitalist and
petty-bourgeois elements tend to fear revolution and to accept tbe
compromises, illusions and traps of the colonialists.
These differences are reflected in the ideological struggle which
can no I be avoided in Africa any more than anywhere else: the
working class adhering to their ideology of revolutionary MarxismLeninism, with its dialectical and materialistic aopproach to history,
as contrasted with the backward outlook of bourgeois nationalism,
with its inherent tendency Lo substitute symbols for realities; its
individualism and lack of firm principle; its instability and
opportunism,
The issue here is not whether or not there should be a single
party. We cannol say that this is necessarily a good, or a bad,
concept. It is a particular organisational form of the united front of
national liberation which may be a great step forward, as in Cuba,
where all tbe patriotic, revolutionary parties have voluntarily
decided to amalgamate.
But the real issue is 011 what basis is Illlity-the notional united
frollt-achieved? If it is on the basis of the domination of the
minority groups, the capitalists and middle-classes, and their
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ideology, then the movement will suITer. The interests of the masses
will be neglccted; thc doors opcncd to corruption, profiteering and
nco-colonialism; the African rcvolution will bc halted in its path,
its impctus checked anu its energies frittered away in fratricidal
conflicts, disillusiollment and cynicism.
Jf the national united front-whetber or not expressed organisationally in a single parly~js based on the firm leadership of Ihe
working class and its dynamic, scientific ideology of MarxismLeninism, then the African people will advance from victory to
victory. The workers and rural people, encouraged by the satisfaclion of their most pressing material Ileeds, will be inspired to great
heights of creative endeavour and construction; colonialism will be
destroyed root and branch; corruption, self-seeking, bureaucracy
and treachery will be suppressed by a vigilant dictatorship of the
people; true democracy will flourish. and the nation will advance
swiftly and purposc(ully in Ihe war against illiteracy. economic
backwardncss, sectionalism, poverty and disease, towards a classless
socialist and communist future.
"FREEDOM AND WORK"
These two c1emellts-the lIniteu front of liberation, and the
leadership within lhat front of the working class-arc essential,
both in the period of struggle for formal political independence, and
in the following period of struggle for the consolidation and
realisation of that independence in every field.
Julius Nyerere has correctly given us the slogan "Uhuru na Kazi"
-Freedom and Work. Anyone who imagines thai the day after
independence we can all sil down to a future of prolonged rejoicing
and rest is gravely mi.~taken. The greatest asset of the new Africa is
the trcmcndous capacity of our people for enthusiastic creative
labour, to build a new, advanced and progressive Africa, aO·ording
an abundant. cullured and sccure life 10 hcr children.
nut, in order to draw upon these vast reserves of crcative labour
among our pearle, it is vital thal they shall know that they are
really working for themselves and their future, that they arc not
being mercly cheated and exploited as they have been chealed and
uploited for generations by parasites and robbers. foreign and
African, big and small. Work? Who knows better than the African
how to work'? We have worked for centuries-and not only in
Africa but in the slave plantations of America, the West Indies
and elsewhere-to crcate untold riches for others, but never for
oursclves.
H3

When we arc free, we shall for the first time really show the
world how Africa can work. Aided by modern science and technology we shall make our continent a garden and build palaces
for her sons and daughters to livc in.
Hut beforc we can start-and in order to enable us to starton this mighty and joyful task, we must know tbat we arc rcally
frec, and that we arc not being merely cheated once again. Our
farmers must know thal the soil they arc watering with their sweat
is truly theirs; our miners, our builders, our roadmcn, railmen, all
the creators of goods and of wealth, must know that they arc
not working to enrich a handful of idle rich, foreign or African,
that they receive a fair rcturn for their labour, negotiate fair can·
ditions of work, that the government is in the hands of the people
and has as its dearest care the needs of the people for housing,
health, education, culture and progress.
The ollly guaral/(ce of all these (hil/gs, (Jlld hcnce thc basic
co"dition lor a truc creative ups/lrge, is gOJlcrlllllell( by a lIatiollal
united frollt il/cludillg as a leadillg elell/cllt the tried al/(i trusted
represcntatives of tile lVorking peOIJ!e thclI/selves.
Failure to achieve such a united front and such a government
witl be to the disadvantage not only of the workers and the rural
masses. but all sections of the people who arc looking forward to
the building of truly independent, advanced, prosperous and cultured
societies in Africa, rising to their full status in the world family
of nations.

HIE WORKERS' CONTR!nUTlON TO AFRICA
It follows from what has been said above that the working class
has an immense and unlimited contribution to make to the building
of the New Africa; more so in that our African Revolution is taking
place at the time of the decline of capilalisl11 and imperialism and a
transition on a world scale to socialism and cOllllllunislll. This opem
up glorious possibilities to the African people of eonsolidalin,
indcpendence and rapidly developing an all-round indcpelldenJ
economy. culture and political superstructure on non-capitalist
lines, thus by-passing the innumerable cvils and ravages of capi·
talism, and proceeding in a short time towards the building of a
classless, socialist Africa. 8/1{ lI'e canllot seize these 01'pOr(lfllititl
aud take this road IIIJles.~ our A/ricall workillg class is cOlISciOlIl
01 its de.l"til/Y. organised alld preparecl (0 play Ihe leading role.
Some of our patriotic national lenders discourage class-conscious·
ness among African workers because they fear that this will contlid
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with national consciousness and thereby weaken the national
movement. Therefore they belittle the role of the labour movement
in our continent, ignorant of or wishing to forget that it was the
pioneer trade unionists and communists of Africa who were the
first to raise the banner of freedom and independence. They em·
phasisc that the working class of Africa is small, as compared to
that of Europe or America-forgetting that our working class is
relatively small because our continent has bcen kept backward
and undeveloped by the colonialists, and that this class is growing
and must in future grow in step with the industrial development of
Africa itself.
It is not true that working class consciousness conflicts with the
achievement of national consciousness and national unity. On the
contrary, the valuable lessons and experience of the pcoples of the
Soviet Union, China, Korea, Victnam and the People's Democracies
of Eastern Europe havc all demonstrated that the recognition of
class intcrests and especially of the leading role of the working
class, far from disuniting the people is the most powerful factor
in uniting the nation for the advancement of the living standards
and interests of all.
Marxism-Leninism teaches us to see as significant not that which
is merely large, quantitative!}', at any given moment, but that which
is vital and growing. The African working class is such a forceonc which has developed out of the harsh 5chool of colonialism,
which has been the spearhead which bore the brunt of the national
libcration struggle, which holds in its hands the key to the future.
Equipped with the theory of Marxism-Leninism, and led by its
indcpendent class party, only the working class is able to lead the
African people to (he achievement of the ideal and objective of all
patriotic Arricans-the classless society.
But in order to rulfil this leading role. it is esscntial that the
African working: class and its party should be conscious not only
of its own leading role but also of the need to be the most tireless
fighter for national unity of all sections of the people in the common struggle against imperialism,
It is essential that (rejecting the suspect advice of the ICFTU
aDd other imperialist agents) the African workers and their trade
unions should not only fight on daily "bread-and-butter" issues, but
lIsa playa leading and inscparable part in the struggle of all
aeetions of the people against colonialism and for national freedom.
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